
StatiCable Installation Instructions 

1. Find a centralized location approximately 4 feet ahead of the rear axle on the combine to bolt 
the StatiCable to.  You will need to attach it to the center of a crossmember bolted to the 
mainframe.   Do Not Offset 
Note:  Keep in mind that when the cable is in use it will need to clear the rear wheels when you 
are in a turn as the cable will swing towards the rear tires. 

2. Drill a ½” or slightly larger hole through the crossmember frame to accommodate the StatiCable 
spool end. 

3. Buff the paint off from around the hole so you have a large clean surface area for proper 
contact.  Check under the ends of the crossmember as well and buff off paint or corrosion to 
ensure it has proper contact to the combine frame.  

4. Connect the ½” bolt and the StatiCable spool to the crossmember.  Torque to 95 ft lbs. 
Note:  Manufacturer recommends checking for continuity (with an ohm meter) from the 
installed cable to various areas of the combine body.  Factory paint or corrosion may not allow 
for adequate continuity throughout the combine for ideal static discharge.   Running heavy 
gauge electrical wire to the area of concern and back to the StatiCable should address 
inadequate contact..  
 

StatiCable Transport Bracket 

1. Install the bracket vertically (with the square holes to the bottom) on the step side of the 
combine ensuring that the StatiCable weight can reach the bracket location but that the cable 
clears the road surface when lifted.  Place shaft in the bracket with cable protruding 
downwards. 

2. Drill two 5/16” or slightly larger holes to bolt the bracket to, going through the combine shields 
or framework. 
 

Transport & StatiCable Stickers  

Place in a noticeable location (for example the combine step at eye level) as a reminder to lift 
the StatiCable prior to transport to avoid damage to the cable or combine. 
***Warranty does not cover StatiCable damage as a result of forgetting to lift the cable prior to 
transport. 

 

 

 

Note:  The StatiCable does not eliminate static but is an economical way to minimize the voltage charge buildup during 
threshing.   Do not substitute the StatiCable for dragging a chain.  Due to the inconsistent continuity of a chain, this method 
cannot be trusted as a ground. 

 


